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“We’re more than just service 
providers—we’re solution 
architects crafting bespoke 
strategies to empower our clients 
in the ever-evolving business 
environment. Our profound 
understanding of the Consumer 
Goods industry and unwavering 
commitment to excellence 
guarantees results that fuel 
growth and realize business 
objectives.”

GyanSys has been a pioneer in solving Consumer Goods industry challenges for 
nearly two decades. With our extensive expertise in Salesforce solutions, ERP 
systems, middleware platforms, and domain knowledge, we navigate the complexities 
of the Consumer Goods realm adeptly, crafting solutions grounded in industry best 
practices with minimal customization.

Our team’s primary focus is to blend industry insights with product expertise, unlocking 
the full potential of Salesforce technology and delivering swift time-to-market solutions 
that foster innovation. We serve as catalysts for success, ensuring tailored solutions 
that align with your company’s direction, promoting sustained scalability.

But we’re more than just service providers—we’re solution architects crafting 
bespoke strategies to empower our clients in the ever-evolving business environment. 
Our profound understanding of the Consumer Goods industry and unwavering 
commitment to excellence guarantees results that fuel growth and realize business 
objectives.

We look forward to supporting you in your Salesforce journey. 

Ashis Baral
Practice Director - Salesforce
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Value added in the Consumer 
Goods market is projected to 

amount to US$3.18tn in 2024. 
- Statista

https://www.statista.com/outlook/io/manufacturing/consumer-goods/worldwide


Key Industry 
Imperatives

Salesforce Helps Consumer Goods to Boost 
Productivity and Drive Customer Engagement 



In today’s climate, what’s top of mind for consumer companies and consumers are 
strikingly similar. Industry disruptions are nothing new, from the impact of increasing 
costs and keeping up with rising prices to hard-to-reach growth. Consumer companies 
are now facing even more - continued hardening of data privacy and product safety, the 
struggle to find good talent, as well as regulatory scrutiny around environmental goals. 
Overcoming these industry and social challenges is a steep hill to climb but there are 
still a lot of opportunities to thrive and scale. Industry volatility is also a great gateway 
to innovation and delivering long-term value, depending on how company management 
decides to run their organizations. 

Consumer organizations find themselves with access to a large array of technological 
solutions and tools to ensure their business is well-prepared to tackle these 
challenges head-on. Digital transformation is a prerequisite to building adaptive and 
nimble companies but picking the right one that checks all the boxes adds additional 
complexity. Investing in employee productivity and operational efficiency, improving 
analytics processes, as well as customer data capabilities must move at the same pace 
as consumers and technological advancements. 

Growing consumer 
mindset shifts and 

consumption challenges, 
as well as value proposition 
disruptions, drive the need 
for digitizing engagement 
and developing seamless 

data integration to 
build agility. 
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Accelerate Embedded Commerce 
& Increase Transactional Growth

01
Currently, a significant portion of consumers are made up of 
Millennials and Gen Z, immensely affecting the shift in buying 
behaviors. Young students and professionals now command 
the consumer market in how they want to be marketed to across 
channels with hyper-personalization. Although the pandemic 
sped up the transition to online interactions and ecommerce, 
bricks and mortar stores are still vital in the shopping process, 
allowing consumers to use it as a showroom, pick up or service 
centers and experiential hot spots.  

Consumer goods companies need to adapt their strategies 
by focusing on blending both the physical and digital store 
experiences and adapting their business models to be able 
to unlock new opportunities. This blend of store experiences 
allows to diversify offerings and helps to remove friction. 
Customers want a consistent seamless experience wherever 
they are browsing on social media, chatting with customer 
service or leaving a customer review. Thinking holistically 
will help combine both these realities together that reflect 
consumers’ evolving values.
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Drive Employee 
Productivity & 
Operational 
Efficiency

We often encounter consumer goods companies where each department uses different tools to serve a single customer. 
This siloes information and engagement, creating disconnected customer experiences. Efficient retail execution is critical 
for consumer goods companies to ensure products are available on shelves and promotions are executed correctly. 
Consumer Goods Cloud provides tools for managing retail execution processes, including store visits, merchandising, 
and promotions, improving visibility and execution efficiency. This robust platform also provides field representatives with 
a powerful and intelligent solution to improve in-store experiences and streamline operations. 

GyanSys has empowered companies to streamline store performance tracking effectively and attain comprehensive KPI 
visibility, fostering continuous enhancement. Our solutions offer a holistic 360-degree perspective, facilitating seamless 
customer onboarding and delivering exceptional end-to-end service experiences. 



Simplify Promotions Planning
Managing trade promotions effectively is a challenge for consumer goods companies due to complex agreements, 
pricing structures, and promotional activities. Many account managers struggle to optimize their trade activities 
and better allocate their trade investments, as well as track account health. This is also due to Trade Promotion 
Management (TPM) platforms often being separated from other systems, making them harder to use. The ever-
evolving market landscape coupled with intricate data management challenges, consumer companies must 
remain vigilant in embracing technological advancements to enhance cost efficiency and bolster profitability. 

Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud streamlines 
trade promotion management processes, 
enabling companies to plan, execute, and analyze 
promotions more efficiently. More specifically, 
effective promotion planning, and execution can 
be accomplished through several capabilities - a 
single view of promotion executions and forecasting, 
field service route management, fund management 
visibility, a promotions library, integrated trade 
calendars, and post-event reporting. Consumer 
Goods Cloud brings all these functionalities together 
into one integrated and unified robust system.  
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Increase Analytics Capabilities 
Through Digital Transformation
Consumer goods businesses need a real time customer profile to effectively evaluate and 
assess brand loyalty and customer relationships. To do this, companies need to fully leverage 
data and insights to transform business models by embedding resilience and agility into their 
operations through digital transformation. Although technological immaturity and complexity are 
a challenge, automation is a non-negotiable for keeping up with the trends. 

Analytics and technology have transformed the business landscape to bridge the gap, allowing 
consumer goods organizations to reduce cost, improve operational efficiency, optimize KPI 
measurement, and drive engagement. Retail execution technologies such as Salesforce 
Consumer Goods Cloud allow organizations to keep up with the rapid pace of technology which 
also influences how customers behave and access the world. 



Build Trust & Deliver Effective 
Commerce Experiences

Companies must work towards faster response times, automate support tasks, product quality and reliability, integrating systems for a smooth flow of data, tracking 
metrics to understanding customer behavior, and delivering multiple channels for customers to communicate. Salesforce technology helps to integrate personalized 
digital interactions through curated omnichannel experiences, infusing personalized purchasing experiences within website navigation, customer service, and post-
purchase follow-up to boost revenue. GyanSys has streamlined internal and external customer workflows through digital transformation, leveraging AI and data analytics, 
and developing custom platforms and apps. 

Consumer Goods businesses strive to maintain customer trust in uncertainty 
and evolving industry shifts. Consumers seek more meaningful connections 
with businesses that are beyond basic expectations and achieve customer-
centric interactions. This has pushed organizations to focus on implementing 
solutions to automate processes and help echo the in-person shopping 
experience online. 
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Hedging Against Tighter Consumer 
Spending

As consumers become more price-conscious, businesses need to 
look beyond the price tag to add value and drive growth. We are in an 
interesting time where consumers feel distracted and overwhelmed, 
revealing intriguing shifts in behavior. Currently, top-of-mind for many 
is the reevaluation of priorities and the definition of value, beyond 
what consumers want or need. As consumers set personal budgets, 
this presents an opportunity for consumer goods companies to be 
innovative and inspire powerful brand connections. 

Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud helps unlock the right insights for 
teams to deliver transparent and personalized experiences to build 
stronger relationships. This ensures interactions between your sales 
or customer support teams and customers are seamlessly captured 
within a unified platform. While also enabling field workers to access 
pertinent information, empowering them to deliver delightful and 
impressive service experiences. GyanSys has helped organizations 
grow margins and achieve optimized account planning and field 
operations with automated intelligent tools. 
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GyanSys 
at a Glance

What Sets Our Company Apart



Salesforce Practice

2000+
Global Team

8
Global Locations & 

Delivery Centers

4.8 / 5.0 CSAT

200+   Consultants Globally

1000+  Salesforce Certifications

600+   Salesforce Engagements

350+
Customers 

with over 95% retention
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Global Delivery Centers 24/7 Coverage

Canada

USA

Argentina

Brazil

India

Switzerland

Germany

Philippines

Corporate Offices

Delivery Centers
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Salesforce Solutions Expertise

Experience Cloud Sales Cloud Service Cloud

Marketing Cloud Consumer Goods  Cloud MuleSoft

Field Service B2B eCommerce CPQ
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Expertise in 
Consumer 
Goods

Key Salesforce implementations for 
Consumer Goods Industry 



GyanSys by the Numbers

Sales Cloud

Experience Cloud

Service Cloud

Marketing Cloud

30%

12%

18%

10%

6%
6%

Experience Cloud

Experience CloudERP integrations
B2B E-Commerce

Sales Cloud

Data Cloud

MuleSoft40+ 

AI20+

8%
Marketing Cloud

10%
Consumer 

Goods Cloud

100+

150+

10+ 

80+

Salesforce Accreditations & Certifications

15+  Data Cloud

Salesforce Projects in Consumer Goods 
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Salesforce named GyanSys as a 
Top 25 Partner within Consumer 

Goods industry in  North America. 



Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud Capabilities Matrix
for Retail Execution and Trade Promotion Management 

Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities

Provide additional channels for consumers to purchase 
from your brand 

Salesforce Commerce Cloud enables consumer goods companies to build and 
customize digital storefronts, manage product catalogs, process orders, and 
optimize the online shopping journey to drive conversions and increase sales directly 
to consumers. 

Experience Cloud is designed to create self-service support communities, gather 
feedback and insights from customers, and foster brand advocacy and loyalty 
among DTC customers. 

Forecasted increase in demand for personalized 
marketing

Personalize messages across multiple channels using Marketing Cloud Engage-
ment

Industry Imperative: Accelerate Embedded Commerce & Increase 
Transactional Growth
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Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities
Complexity in managing retail execution processes Manage retail execution processes, including store visits, merchandising, and 

promotions to improve visibility and execution efficiency.

Streamline task execution during visits and improve field 
rep efficiency 

Sync visit tasks with the Consumer Goods Cloud mobile app for field reps to access 
on the go.

Industry Imperative: Drive Employee Productivity & Operational Efficiency

Field Sales Reps may be unable to access system 
information without a network connection

Consumer Goods Cloud mobile app offers offline functionality for field reps to view 
and complete their tasks without an active network connection.

Repetitive administrative work Leverage templates, or copy and edit existing promotions to streamline the planning 
process.

Improve manufacturer-retailer relationships Reconcile claims to promotions for efficient settlement and dispute resolution using 
Claims Management in Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud . Salesforce Consumer 
Goods Cloud also supports trade promotions to improve brand awareness, better 
shelf placement at retail stores, and increase sales volume. 
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Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities
Complexity in managing and coordinating trade 
promotions with multiple business partners 

Manage multiple trade promotions with retail partners on a shared trade calendar. 

Visibility into trade spend (budget) Gain visibility into tracking budget information using Fund Management.

Industry Imperative: Simplify Promotions Planning

Visibility into business performance Review insights to gain visibility into forecasted performance vs. target to identify 
where promotions are required to fill the gap (accounts, categories, products).
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Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities
Inefficient visit scheduling and route planning Visit and task recommendations with Salesforce Einstein for Consumer Goods Cloud.

Lack of data accuracy Data validation in Salesforce ensures that valid values are entered for fields, while an 
integrated platform enables a unified view of the same data.

Industry Imperative: Increase Analytics Capabilities Through Digital 
Transformation 

Visibility into trade promotion effectiveness Build Salesforce reports to gain visibility into trade promotion effectiveness and see 
where promotions are required to meet sales targets.

Manual KPI calculations Define and automate KPI calculations in Salesforce, and report on these key metrics to 
increase visibility and identify important trends.
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Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities
Lack of visibility into inventory levels Manage inventory levels using Inventory Management to ensure that retailers have 

enough product in stock.

Industry Imperative: Build Trust & Deliver Effective Commerce Experiences

Personalized digital experiences Personalize digital experiences with Marketing Cloud and Experience Cloud by 
tailoring online interactions and content to meet the specific preferences and 
behaviors of individual users or customer segments.
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Key challenges and opportunities Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud capabilities
Price conscious consumers Offering competitive prices, promotions, and value-added benefits can help attract and 

retain price-conscious consumers while driving sales and revenue growth.  

Promotions in TPM can support a volume-based selling strategy to keep prices low 
while maintaining profitability. 

Industry Imperative: Hedging Against Tighter Consumer Spending

Product diversification Manage the product mix in Salesforce Consumer Goods Cloud and leverage reporting 
to evaluate product performance and make decisions on the optimal product mix. 
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Cross-Cloud 
Solutions for 
Consumer 
Goods 



The traditional consumer goods industry is experiencing significant disruption, with 
e-tailing setting new standards for consumer experience expectations. Socio-economic 
shifts shook the retail and consumer goods industry when it came on the scene. 
Elevating key trends such as enhanced personalization, omnichannel support, artificial 
intelligence and chatbots, and self-service assistance. Many businesses transitioned to 
an online presence when physical retail stores closed their doors during the lockdowns. 
Fast forward a few years later and physical retail stores are reopening their doors to the 
public. As a consumer goods manufacturer, the pre-pandemic retail business challenges 
become apparent once again: How do we manage our relationships with our retailers? 
How can we track and optimize store visits for our field reps? How do we ensure retail 
store compliance and avoid stockout? 

Salesforce technology plays a pivotal role in enhancing the efficiency of internal business 
processes for companies, all while nurturing and expanding relationships with retail 
partners. It facilitates seamless coordination of retail store visits for field representatives 
and ensures effective management of retail store compliance. By leveraging Salesforce, 
consumer goods companies can forge stronger connections throughout the entire 
B2B2C value chain, fostering greater collaboration and synergy. 

Consumer Goods Customer 
Experience Trends

Personalization  

Omnichannel support 

Artificial intelligence and 
chatbots

Self-service assistance
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Salesforce developed Consumer Goods Cloud with a specific focus 
on optimizing industry requirements, particularly in areas like retail 
execution and fostering stronger relationships with retailers. Its core 
features encompass essential capabilities and business processes 
for consumer goods companies, including sales execution, retail 
execution, trade promotion management, inventory management, 
and integration capabilities with ERP systems. 

At GyanSys, we recognize the imperative for consumer goods 
organizations to digitize processes. Through our tailored solutions, 
we provide insights into product placement, stock levels, and 
promotional compliance, along with continuous monitoring 
of ongoing promotions. Our expertise facilitates enhanced 
collaboration between consumer goods companies and retail 
partners, streamlining tasks such as merchandising, promotions, and 
issue resolution. Leveraging the robust features of Consumer Goods 
Cloud, we enable efficient tracking and visibility through automation, 
ensuring seamless operations. 

Consumer 
Goods Cloud



As a family-owned business, Jack Link’s needed a connected internal system to simplify data processing accuracy and efficiency, ultimately enabling superior 
customer service. 

Jack Links required comprehensive management of their product and 
sales data in order to facilitate the expansion of their business. Leveraging 
our proficiency in Salesforce technology, we equipped them with a holistic 
view of both customers and employees, thereby enhancing the efficiency of 
essential B2C processes. 

By harnessing the capabilities of Salesforce’s Consumer Goods Cloud, 
our project addressed various facets such as Inventory Management, 
Opportunity and Sales Management, and crucially, Retail Management. 
Through territorial segmentation, we optimized visit planning for their 
sales representatives using Salesforce maps. Additionally, we seamlessly 
integrated their existing ERP system with Salesforce, fostering business 
growth.

Deep Dive: Enhancing Retail Execution through Data Accuracy

Increased Data Processing & 
Forecasting Efficiency

Improved Retail Execution 
Processes 

Enhanced Inventory 
Management Accuracy

Project Highlights:
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As a Consumer-Packaged Goods company, Erie Meats partners with restaurant chains and food distributors that require a CRM for their specific industry needs.

GyanSys deployed a successful CRM implementation to deliver consistent 
and standardized processes across their teams, and automated manual 
activities to improve user experience. Erie Meats team now has a compelling 
user interface to view all management information related to sales in a single 
location and review historical information too. This also includes access to 
key insights related to the accounts and deals they are working on to manage 
their tasks, track deals, and improve customer experience.  

With the Consumer Goods Cloud implementation, sales representatives can 
collaborate with managers and others within the organization. Salesforce 
technology allows representatives to update their in-flight deals and make 
sure information is accurately reflected in the application. Additionally, 
managers can view all activities on sales rep’s specific accounts and 
upcoming account visits. With compelling UI managers and representatives 
have more visibility into accounts from a single location. 

Deep Dive: Reaching New Heights with Consumer Goods Cloud

40%
Faster Collaboration & 
Decision Making

24%
Increase in Revenue 
Generation

45%
Faster Analysis of 
Business Data

Project Highlights:
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Irrespective of the product category, Experience Cloud equips 
companies with the tools to effortlessly deliver connected customer 
experiences, accompanied by invaluable insights. By removing 
constraints on how, when, and where customers can interact with 
your brand and make purchases, offering unparalleled freedom and 
flexibility for a seamless experience. 

At GyanSys, we’ve undertaken numerous projects to deploy 
mobile apps directly to the Apple App Store and Google Play Store, 
empowering customers and digitizing internal operations. Moreover, 
we collaborate closely with consumer goods companies to provide 
employees with automation tools that boost productivity, especially 
when extra effort is required, to facilitate organic growth and 
simultaneous margin expansion, ensuring sustained success.

Experience 
Cloud

Read our additional resources:

PRM White Paper

https://gyansys.com/resources/salesforce-prm-white-paper/


Sally Beauty wanted to provide their distributor sales consultants with a holistic view of their customers, and the tools to serve them better. 

Sally Beauty did not have any deflection mechanisms in place and as a 
result, their case volumes exploded, with customers going days without a 
response. GyanSys delivered an initial version of Einstein Bots in just 7 days. 
They saw a significant reduction in case volumes and achieved a broader 
service transformation using Salesforce technology including extending bot 
use cases. They increased 3% in active customers per month. 

In addition, collaboration with distributor sales consultants on new leads, 
target lists, monthly quotas and performance goals was happening through 
Smartsheet and Tableau reports. Due to information being siloed or not 
readily available, the team’s ability to personalize and provide in-depth 
recommendations based on previous sales while onsite was reduced. Our 
team leveraged Salesforce technology to create dashboards to give them 
the crucial capability to view information for leads and customer data in a 
single place. 

Deep Dive: Empowering Employees to Elevate Customer Service

Reduction in Case 
Volumes 

3%
Increase in Active Customers Per 
Month

7
Einstein Bots delivered 
in 7 days 

Project Highlights:
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Mary Kay needed a complete overhaul to consolidate multiple non-integrated systems into a single integrated platform. This was a massive transformation of 37 
markets and 3+ million users.

Our main objective was to provide faster systems to accelerate their time to 
market. With our unparalleled Service Cloud and Experience Cloud expertise, 
we implemented Salesforce technology and modernized their old established 
way of doing things. This included reducing the maintenance cost of multiple 
non-integrated IT initiatives, reducing complexity and cost of making changes, 
allowing faster adaptation in a competitive marketplace. 

We enhanced customer support capabilities with Service Cloud and created 
a Connected Community for consultants to engage, connect and access 
information with Experience Cloud. Our team worked closely with the Mary 
Kay team to develop a mobile-focused UI/UX design that enhanced user 
experience and increased user adoption with Salesforce Mobile. 

Mary Kay now has internal and external mobile-first apps that allow consultants 
to run their tasks from anywhere, at any time, and customers to browse 
products, try on products virtually, and connect with independent Beauty 
consultants near their location. 

Deep Dive: Decreasing Overhead with Salesforce Technology

Project Highlights:
Increase in Traffic 
and Revenue 

37
37 Markets 
Launched

3
3 million Users 
supported 
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Newell Brands needed to increase efficiency in their HR Business Partners Team and HR Team while providing employees with a more streamlined and consistent 
user experience.

The Newell HR team’s initial, outdated and manual, processes based on Microsoft Office 
(Excel, Outlook, SharePoint) caused: challenges with data inaccuracy; varying service levels; 
and high costs from the number of hours spent performing low-value tasks. They needed to 
migrate their internal HR data update, hiring/onboarding processes, and employee service 
requests to the Salesforce platform to provide a consistent and digitalized experience for the 
HR team.

We built a way for when new employees are created/updated in SAP they create employees 
with the right permissions or update their contact values in Salesforce. Managing Client 
service cases is now seamless with automated notifications to ensure they stay on top of 
cases. Newell HR teams can also use the new Chatter collaboration tool to communicate with 
both the employee and other internal staff to resolve cases efficiently. 

Newell’s HR team has the most updated list of employees within Salesforce, delivering real-
time and errorless data. Due to this improved communication and access to data allow their 
team to better support their large employee base and improve the overall experience for 
employees.

Deep Dive: Revitalizing Tools & Processes for Human Resources

Project Highlights:
Fewer Clicks 

50%
Increase in Time Saved on 
Normal Transactions

100%
Tracking with View of All 
Cases and Status
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GyanSys empowers consumer goods organizations to synchronize 
operations by harnessing company data, catalyzing actions, and 
orchestrating workflows within the CRM platform with Data Cloud. 
Crafting meaningful relationships follows a straightforward formula: 
seamlessly respond to customer intent and leverage engagement 
data from web, social, and marketing channels. To maintain a top-of-
mind presence, we recognize that consumer goods companies must 
drive proactive omnichannel communications. 

This is where our industry expertise shines, offering prebuilt 
dashboards for streamlined efficiency, crafting workflows to guide 
upsell and cross-sell opportunities, automating prospecting, 
segmenting target audiences, ensuring swift resolution of customer 
issues, analyzing audience performance, and gaining insights into 
inventory performance. 

Data Cloud



Maui Jim was an early adaptor of Data Cloud but faced implementation challenges and incorrect source data mapping. They needed advanced segmentation based 
on user purchase history and product affinity. 

Maui Jim’s current processes faced several challenges: data across multiple 
systems and scaling marketing effectiveness. Due to their growing social 
customer base, Maui Jim also recognized the need to develop a single view 
of the customer, encompassing their purchases, activities, and preferences. 
This initiative allows their team to deliver personalized content seamlessly 
across all channels, ensuring a cohesive and tailored experience for every 
customer interaction. 

The GyanSys team collaborated closely with the Maui Jim team to rectify 
discrepancies in subscription counts and statuses. We conducted 
a thorough analysis and resolved issues stemming from the records 
synchronization from Marketing Cloud to Data Cloud, which caused errors 
from their previous implementation project. Our team also assisted Maui 
Jim in crafting segments tailored to deliver personalized content across 
various channels at precisely the right moments.

Deep Dive: Activating Highly Personalized Experiences with Data Cloud Advanced Segmentation

Project Highlights:
Enhanced Data Record 
Synchronization

 Faster Data-Based 
Segmentation

Improved Data Model Accuracy 
& Data Quality
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Maui Jim leverages Marketing Cloud to send promotional product emails 
and recommend products based on user affinity. Marketing Cloud 
captures preferences from users, which are sent to Data Cloud for 
unification and advanced segmentation.
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In today’s fast-paced, always-on omnichannel sales landscape, 
customers crave authentic, meaningful, and personalized 
interactions. With increasing competition, marketers face a myriad 
of challenges. Consumer goods companies rely on various tools 
to enhance their marketing efforts. While these tools enable 
businesses to engage effectively with each customer, they can also 
lead to technical debt that demands extensive customization or even 
a complete overhaul. 

At GyanSys, we ensure that Marketing Cloud solutions are tailored 
to your business needs, equipped with robust features, and scalable 
for sustainable growth. Our expertise ensures seamless integration 
with third-party platforms, streamlined campaign automation, and 
real-time insights derived from advanced data analytics. 

Marketing 
Cloud

Read our additional resources: 
Marketing Cloud

White Paper

https://gyansys.com/resources/salesforce-marketing-cloud-white-paper/


Frustrated with the internal knowledge and capability gaps, Shaklee needed to complete a full staff augmentation to manage and improve their use of Marketing 
Cloud.

By utilizing hyper-segmentation, Shaklee got granular with their data, built rich subscriber profiles 
and effectively targeted audiences weekly. Tasked with creating target audiences for broadcast 
campaigns and sending abandoned cart SMS messages, they seamlessly integrated data from an 
external system to enhance their outreach strategies. Shaklee also aimed to monitor subscriber 
counts within its data extension inventory to enhance data visibility and identify any irregularities. 

They focused on updating and maintaining automations to align with evolving business 
requirements and ensure optimal performance. With the help of GyanSys expert team, using SQL 
queries has allowed for additional flexibility and adaptability to ever-changing customer needs. 
Shaklee is now able to trigger SMS messages at the same time as their email and web campaigns, 
personalize email and SMS messages to subscribers and gain greater visibility into their data with 
the automations with the implementation of Marketing Cloud Email Studio, Mobile Studio, Journey 
Builder, and Contact Builder. Additionally, it is now simpler to retrieve a true daily or weekly list 
of subscribers who have made a purchase, and to create additional campaigns growing brand 
loyalty and engagement. This entails leveraging micro-moments such as browsing behaviors and 
purchase history to craft highly personalized messages, while also adapting customer journeys 
weekly. What’s more, they can utilize automated reports to stay prepared for evolving trends.

Deep Dive: Crafting Hyper-Targeted Marketing Campaigns

Project Highlights:
Faster Data-Based 
Decision Making

3x
Increase in Customer 
Engagement

Improved Campaign
 Tracking
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GyanSys helps simplify agent workflows and processes with 
Service Cloud Omni-Channel and Digital Engagement to ensure 
their agents put the customer at the center of every conversation. 
By delivering all the context necessary within one platform, 
customer cases are handled faster than ever. Consumer goods 
organizations can provide proactive service with automated case 
deflection processes and get ahead of customer and distributor 
issues.

Service Cloud



Nice & Bella, a luxury goods and jewelry retailer, wanted a scalable, integrated platform to better service and handle cases for their Distributors and customers.

The Nice & Bella team had their own legacy system and different tools that were not centralized. 
They partnered with GyanSys to complete a greenfield implementation of Service Cloud to achieve 
case record automation and activity tracking. The GyanSys team connected multiple customer 
service channels into Salesforce, including website live chat, phone through Service Cloud Voice, 
messaging channels (such as SMS and Facebook) by using Digital Engagement.

The biggest challenge for the Nice & Bella customer service team was to manage and keep track 
of all inquiries in one place. Service Cloud Service Console equipped the team to fully handle 
interactions with Distributors and Customers, as well as track the status of cases, assign tasks, and 
collaborate with other team members to resolve issues quickly based on availability, or workload. 
GyanSys implemented several features to ensure the success of the project - Case Management, 
Omni-Channel and Omni-Channel Routing, and Email-To-Case. 

The new Salesforce platform now enables the automatic creation of cases, and the ability to auto-
populate case fields when a customer sends messages to the Nice & Bella support email addresses. 
We also eliminated repetitive tasks that Customer Service agents perform on a regular basis and 
also streamlined case routing based on assignment rules defined by Nice & Bella to provide a faster 
and more efficient service to customers.

Deep Dive: Future-Proofing Case Management & Digital Engagement with Service Cloud Voice

Project Highlights:
Case Management 
Automation

Reduced Overhead Enhanced Omni-Channel 
Engagement
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Consumer goods organizations often face challenges in maximizing 
sales representative productivity, extracting valuable insights 
throughout the sales cycle, and automating processes. A significant 
contributing factor is the absence of a defined workflow for 
managing activity data related to leads, contacts, accounts, and 
opportunities in a centralized location. To achieve successful sales 
operations, consumer goods companies must prioritize generating 
accurate forecasts in real-time and drive growth to ensure that 
employees can easily access information, track and compare 
targets, and minimize time spent on low-value tasks. 

At GyanSys, we equip consumer goods organizations with the tools 
they need to streamline the management of various aspects of their 
operations.  Leveraging our industry best practices, you can optimize 
your operations, boost productivity, and enhance efficiency to 
seamlessly align with your goals. 

Sales Cloud



Crocs and HEYDUDE needed to manage their day-to-day workflows within a centralized system. 

The Crocs and HEYDUDE teams needed a more streamlined approval and case 
resolution process to access the right data at the right time, while also addressing 
compliance requirements and removing human error from the equation. They 
also wanted to achieve accurate visibility of accounts information between teams 
to help prevent multiple lost email threads. 

We enhanced the current system search capabilities with the Global Search 
feature which now displays Related search results, and if the searched records 
are available in multiple objects users can click on them to easily view the related 
records. Additionally, our team implemented an automated workflow to enhance 
insights into volumes and streamline business processes effectively. This was 
accomplished by standardizing approval steps and criteria. Submissions from 
the customer service or sales teams undergo a custom, automated approval 
pipeline to ensure requests are routed to the appropriate teams for review. This 
allows for traceability of where the request lies in its lifecycle. The Crocs team 
now has an accurate visibility of accounts information between teams that helps 
prevent multiple lost email threads with requests and data.

Deep Dive: Customer Service Automation with Salesforce Platform

Project Highlights:
Enhanced Case 
Visibility

Increased Task Accuracy 
& Response Time 

Improved Data 
Compliance
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Accelerators 
for Consumer 
Goods



Our Salesforce-SAP Connector is a versatile accelerator that provides complex ERP data integrations and supports full and delta loads with a built-in error-logging 
mechanism. Organizations can now view, configure, sync, and integrate their master data stored in their backend SAP S/4HANA or ERP ECC systems natively in 
Salesforce.

We work with customers to build systems that encourage collaboration across teams, both internally and externally, at key areas where time-sensitive decisions are 
made. Supported in both classic and Lightning UI, the three modules within the accelerator were designed to synchronize master data, including customer materials, 
sales data, including quotes, invoices, and orders, and field service data, including inventory, pricing, bill of materials, and work orders. To make it simpler for users, the 
accelerator offers the option to sync data daily, on a specific date and time of the week, or monthly.

Salesforce - SAP Connector 

The Consumer Goods Playbook | Accelerators for Consumer Goods
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Let’s Work 
Together



Consumer companies have 
chosen to implement Salesforce 

and partner with GyanSys to drive 
value customer engagement and 

improve data visibility.



We are one of Salesforce’s top partners for the Consumer Goods sub-vertical and 
have strong relationships within the industry. Our collaboration with Salesforce  
product teams allows us to shape implementations that follow best practices and 
align with Salesforce’s future goals and aspirations. If you’re looking for a partner that 
can help you stay ahead of the competition and push the boundaries of innovation 
and support for your Salesforce journey, look no further than us.

Implementations completed 
over the last 12+ years are  

currently powering,  
enabling, and reaching  

millions of consumer goods 
and retail customers all 

around the world. 

Why Work With Us?

The Consumer Goods Playbook | Let’s Work Together



GyanSys is a leading global mid-tier provider of digital transformation 
solutions and systems integration supporting global enterprise cus-
tomers. We specialize in solutions implementations, managed ser-
vices, and data analytics spanning SAP, Salesforce, Microsoft, and 
other prime enterprise platforms. Using a mature blended delivery 
model with over 2,000 consultants, we support over 350 enterprise 
customers across the Americas, Europe, and APAC. 

Contact us today to discuss a customized solution for enhancing 
business visibility, sales forecasting, and customer engagement 
processes.

About Us



www.gyansys.com
sales.us@gyansys.com


